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ABSTRACT 
Education has a central role to play in attaining sustainable development—by inculcating values that 

encourage sustainable practices. To play this role effectively, education should go beyond developing 

cognitive understanding and ability, and address the economic, social and other dimensions of learning as 

well. Quality education and education for sustainable development (ESD) seek to achieve similar learning 

outcomes—those that enable learners to make decisions and choices that foster sustainable 

development—and thus are complementary. This paper presents on educational resources  and  the  

quality of learning  in institutions The quality  of  learning  Accuracy is  covers Reputation of 

author/institution, Standard of technical production ‘ Accessibility  and   Fitness for purpose, frame-work 

for understanding educational quality, showing how education for sustainable development can and 

should be a part of every aspect of a quality education rather than being presented as only a standalone 

subject. This framework is relevant for both industrialized and less industrialized countries. It is also 

relevant for all organized learning opportunities—it is not limited to schooling.  Scholars are increasingly 

being asked to share teaching materials, publish in open access journals, network in social media, and 

reuse open educational resources. The theoretically Open Educational Practices has become an 

understanding the desired quality of learning , but thus far, the use  has not been rapidly adopted. The aim   

is therefore to understand the challenges academics face with an attempt   to adopt the desired products of 

any learning system. While identifying    the core elements in educational practice  from the 

functionalities afforded by current  existing educational  institutions , This has  incurred the need  to  

inquire on what factors enhance  adequate production in  pedagogical   tasks. Academicians and   other 

expert’s   roles is an essentiality to b e pin pointed in order to assess the delivery of knowledge.  Learners 

and learning   stems as a focus   for   discussion when quality is mentioned. 

 


